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Vortex lattice channeling effects in Nb films induced by anisotropic arrays
of mesoscopic pinning centers
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Rectangular arrays of Ni dots with small interdot separation have been fabricated in superconducting Nb
films. The geometry of these rectangular arrays defines deep pinning potential channels. Two effects have been
observed.~i! When the vortices move perpendicular to the channels~i.e., along the long side of the rectangular
array! an enhancement of the background pinning is observed, as predicted by theoretical models. This en-
hancement occurs for all magnetic fields.~ii ! A new anisotropic matching effect, which has not been theoreti-
cally predicted, has been measured. The position of the matching fields depends on the direction of the vortex
flow. When the vortices move parallel to the potential channels~i.e., along the short side of the rectangular
array! the vortex lattice matches the rectangular array, but when they move along the long side of the rectan-
gular array only a triangular lattice is observed.
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Transport and magnetic properties of type II superc
ductors are strongly affected by the presence of defects
act as pinning centers for the vortex lattice.1 The interaction
between defects and the vortex lattice can induce a variet
changes in the temperature-field phase diagram, with
presence of different phases.2 The control over defect size
strength, and distribution permits optimization of the critic
current, one of the basic parameters for applications.3 In
most cases, defects induced during sample growth or cre
by metallurgical processes are randomly distributed. One
the first approaches towards the fabrication of samples w
tailored pinning potentials were superconducti
multilayers,4 in which the nonsuperconducting layers act
an ordered array of parallel planar defects. In recent ye
the development of several nanolithography techniques5,6 has
allowed the fabrication of samples with artificial nanostru
tured pinning potentials. It has been found that differe
kinds of artificial arrays of periodic pinning centers in a s
perconductor can produce interesting commensurability
fects with the vortex lattice.7–15 When the artificial array ge
ometry is different from the triangular configuration of th
Abrikosov vortex lattice, controlled deformations are i
duced in the vortex lattice, depending on its elastic proper
and on the pinning center strength. For example, rectang
arrays of Ni dots have been used to distort the vortex lat
into a rectangular configuration in a limited field range.16,17

Ordered arrays of defects are usually theoretically stud
as composed of either simple point18 or extended planar1
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pinning centers, and their effect on the vortex lattice is a
lyzed as a function of pinning strength and geometrical
mensions in comparison to the vortex lattice spacing. Ho
ever, in real samples an intermediate situation between p
and extended defects is frequently the case. Then, geom
cal factors, such as defect size or interdot distance,19,20 have
to be also considered to understand the observed pin
behavior. In this work, this intermediate situation has be
modeled by the fabrication of rectangular arrays of Ni d
with small interdot separation. In addition, anisotropic p
ning effects are studied by changing the direction of forc
motion of the vortices relative to the underlying dot array

Arrays of submicrometric 40 nm thick Ni dots have be
prepared on Si substrates bye-beam lithography combined
with a lift-off technique as reported elsewhere.21 Two rectan-
gular arrays of Ni dots have been used in this work with u
cell dimensionsw3 l 50.3530.5 mm2 ~sample 1! and w
3 l 50.430.95 mm2 ~sample 2!. Dot diameters ared
50.23 and 0.35mm and interdot distance alongw is sw
50.12 mm and 0.05mm for samples 1 and 2, respectivel
These geometrical characteristics are chosen so that clo
the critical temperature (TC), the dot separation along th
short side of the array cell becomes comparable to the su
conducting coherence length. Once the array of dots is
ricated, a 100 nm thick Nb film is deposited on top and
bridge for transport measurements is defined by standard
tical lithography and ion beam etching. The pattern cons
of a 40 mm wide Nb cross centered on the Ni dot array
©2002 The American Physical Society11-1
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that the current can flow along two orthogonal paths align
along the two principal directions of the rectangular arr
Magnetotransport measurements have been performed
helium cryostat with a 9 T superconducting magnet, with
magnetic fieldB always applied perpendicular to the samp
plane. Then, depending on the selected current path, the
entz forceFL5J3B can point along two perpendicular d
rections relative to the array of Ni dots. Two measurem
geometries have been used in this work, as sketched in
1. Geometry A:J parallel tol, the long side of the array cel
and, therefore, Lorentz forceFL and vortex velocityvL along
w, the short side of the array cell. Geometry B:J along w,
andFL andvL alongl. Up to now only results in geometry A
had been reported in the literature.16,22

Figure 2 shows the field dependence of the resistivity
0.99TC obtained in these two configurations for sample
@Fig. 2~a!, geometry A and Fig. 2~b!, geometry B#. In the first
case,FL alongw, periodic minima appear in ther vs B curve
at equal field intervals, that can be associated with match
effects between the vortex lattice and the Ni dot array.12 As a
matter of fact, the field interval between minimaDBA

FIG. 1. Sketch of the currentJ and Lorentz forceFL5J3B
geometry relative to the unit cell (l 3w) of the Ni dot array in~a!
the measurement configuration A and~b! in the measurement con
figuration B.

FIG. 2. Field dependence of the resistivity~normalized by the
normal state valuern) at T50.99TC andJ53.13104 A/cm2, for a
Nb film on a (0.3530.5) mm2 array of Ni dots~sample 1!: ~a!
geometry A,~b! geometry B.
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5120 G corresponds to a density of vorticesnv5B/F0
55.83108 cm22, whereF0 is the quantum of flux. This is
essentially the same as the density of pinning centersnP
51/(w3 l )51/(0.35 mm30.5 mm)55.73108 cm22, in-
dicating that the minima in the dissipation correspond
matching between a rectangular vortex lattice and the r
angular array of dots.16

In the second case,FL along l, the resistivity increases
monotonously with field without any characteristic structu
related to matching effects present in ther vs B curve. How-
ever, it is worth noting that, in a wide field range around t
first matching field, the overall resistivity values at the sa
magnetic field are much lower in geometry B than in geo
etry A ~see for example the magnetic field corresponding
the conditionr50.1rn for each of these curves!. That is, in
geometry B the effect of the periodic array is more notic
able in the behavior of ther(B) curve for fields away from
the matching condition, i.e., in the background pinning p
vided by the artificial pinning potential when the vortex la
tice is not commensurate with the array of dots. Therefo
the comparison between both measurement geome
shows that the vortex lattice is more strongly pinned at
fields when it flows alongl, the long side of the array cell
than when it flows alongw.

When the transport current is reduced by an order of m
nitude, at the same temperature~see Fig. 3! matching effects
become more important in both measurement configuratio
the depth of the periodic pinning minima in geometry A i
creases, and smaller minima become also observed in ge
etry B. This enhancement of the interaction between the v
tex lattice and the ordered array for intermediate current
in agreement with previous results on the current depende
in samples with triangular and square arrays of dots;12,22

however, the detailed analysis of the field positions of
minima shows an unexpected behavior: the field spacing
tween minima is found to depend on the current directi

FIG. 3. Field dependence of the resistivity~normalized by the
normal state valuern) at T50.99TC andJ53.73103 A/cm2, for a
Nb film on a (0.3530.5) mm2 array of Ni dots~sample 1!: ~a!
geometry A,~b! geometry B.
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i.e., in configuration A,DBA is 120 G and, in configuration
B, DBB is 185 G. The first spacingDBA is the same found in
the data of Fig. 2 for higher currents and corresponds
matching between a rectangular vortex lattice and the r
angular array of dots. On the other hand,DBB corresponds to
a triangular vortex lattice of parametera050.36 mm which
matches to the short side of the dot array cellw
50.35 mm).

Similar results have also been obtained in sample 2 wi
more anisotropic Ni dot array of parameters (w3 l )
50.4 mm30.95 mm and smaller interdot distancesw
50.05 mm. In this case, see Fig. 4, periodic pinning is on
observed in configuration A withDBA551 Oe in good
agreement with the theoretical prediction for matching w
the rectangular arrayDB5F0 / lw554 Oe. On the other
hand, no matching effects are found for any current rang
configuration B, but background pinning is stronger at lo
fields than in configuration A.

This enhancement in background pinning is also obser
in theoretical simulations of rectangular arrays of point p
ning centers by Reichhardtet al.23 These authors find that
for fields close to the first matching field, the main effect
changing the current direction relative to the rectangular
ray of defects occurs for fields out of matching condition
with a clear anisotropy in background pinning, that is high
when J flows alongw. This effect yields a much smalle
relative intensity of the periodic pinning peaks in configu
tion B and, therefore, they should be harder to resolve tha
geometry A~under similar measurement conditions!.

On the other hand, the geometry dependence of
matching conditions found in sample 1 for low currents h
not been predicted in these theoretical simulations with p
arrays of defects,23 where the position of the matching pea
in the critical depinning force were found to be independ
of the direction of flow of the vortex lattice. This anisotrop
behavior is a clear indication of an anisotropy in the perio
pinning potential seen by the vortex lattice. A possible orig
could be related with an anisotropy in the shape of the in

FIG. 4. Field dependence of the resistivity~normalized by the
normal state valuern) at T50.99TC for a Nb film on a (0.4
30.95) mm2 array of Ni dots ~sample 2! in configuration B:
squaresJ5105 A/cm2, circlesJ56.253104 A/cm2, up triangles
J53.53104 A/cm2 and down trianglesJ52.53103 A/cm2. Inset
shows ther vs B curve in configuration A forJ5104 A/cm2.
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vidual pinning centers. However, it has to be noted that
shape of the Ni dots in the samples used in this work@see
Fig. 5~a!# is circular, without any observable elongatio
along any particular direction. Therefore, the results obtai
in sample 1 cannot be attributed to an anisotropy in the
dot shape. Rather, in order to get further insight into th
anisotropic matching effects, two factors have to be cons
ered: first, the depression in the order parameter related
the overall array geometry and, second, the fact that
movement of the vortex lattice in the presence of disor
~thermal or structural! usually takes place with a higher de
gree of order along the direction perpendicular to the vor
motion than in the longitudinal one.24,25 In general, there are
two limiting situations depending on the interdot distanc
The simplest case, usually considered in theoretical sim
tions, corresponds to small defects located at large eno
distance so that the pinning potential wells of the individu
dots can be considered as independent and almost poin
The second situation corresponds to larger dots, where
interdot distances becomes comparable with the superco
ducting coherence length, in this case there can be an ove
in the order parameter depression caused by each dot@see the
sketch in Fig. 5~b!#. Then, the pinning landscape for a rec

FIG. 5. ~a! SEM image of the rectangular array of Ni dots us
in sample 1.~b! Sketch of the contour plot of the pinning potenti
created by a rectangular array of defects in the small interdot
tance limit, with overlapping pinning potentials that result in
channeled landscape.
1-3
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angular array of defects has a clear anisotropic chara
made up of deep channels located at a distancel, with a
small periodic modulation of periodw inside each channel
As s approaches zero, the amplitude of the modulation ins
the channels decreases, and would eventually disappe
the ‘‘multilayer limit’’ of extended defects located at a di
tance l. Actually, the artificial pinning potential in the
samples used in this work is more properly described by
sketch in Fig. 5~b!. The superconducting coherence length
0.99TC can be estimated asj5j(0)/(12T/TC)1/2

50.114 mm, with j(0)50.0114 mm obtained from the
temperature dependence of the critical fieldHc2 close toTC .
This value ofj is very similar to the interdot distance alon
the short side of the array cellsw50.12 mm for sample 1
and, much larger thansw50.05 mm for sample 2. There-
fore, the range of the potential wells created by each
clearly overlaps along this direction.

In the following, first we are going to discuss geometry
with large and small interdot separation and, then, the si
tion in geometry B will be addressed. In the large interd
distance limit, experimental measurements in geometr
~the only reported up to now in the literature! show the vor-
tex lattice is distorted into a rectangular configuration at l
fields16 so that pinning is enhanced for a vortex densitynV
51/(l 3w), that corresponds to a matching fie
DBA(large interdot)5120 G. Only for high enough fields
reconfiguration to a more isotropic vortex lattice
observed.16 On the other hand, in the small interdot distan
limit, it will be energetically favorable for the vortices t
order in 1D lines located at a distancel inside the channels o
the pinning potential, on top of the rows of Ni dots. The
under the action of the Lorentz force parallel to the short s
of the array cell, the vortex lattice will flow along these ea
paths. It will only be pinned by the Ni dot array when th
vortices in each line match the smallw periodic modulation
of the pinning potential. This occurs again for a vortex de
sity nV51/(l 3w) and, as a consequence, the matching fi
DBA ~small interdot! will be 120 G, the same as in the pre
vious case. However, for small interdot distances, the ch
neled pinning landscape would not favor the reconfigurat
into an isotropic vortex lattice.

On the other hand, vortex dynamics in geometry B
found to be much more sensitive to the details in the pinn
potential. In the large interdot distance limit, the vortex l
tice would be again distorted to a rectangular configurati
d

H

ve
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independent on the direction of vortex motion, since this
an equilibrium effect derived from the energy balance16

ThereforeDBB ~large interdot! should be the same asDBA
~large interdot!, as has been observed in numerical simu
tions of rectangular arrays of point defects.23 The situation is
different for the small interdot distance case. The Lore
force is directed along the long side of the array cell, so t
the vortices are moving perpendicular to the channels in
pinning landscape and there are no easy paths for the vo
flow. Now, as has been theoretically predicted24,25 and ob-
served in decoration experiments,26 correlations along the
direction of motion l are hindered at the onset of vorte
motion while transverse order persists. Then periodic pinn
would be observed when the vortex lattice matches the d
sity of dots inside each channel in the direction perpendicu
to the motion, as is the case for sample 1 at low currents~i.e.,
there is matching between a triangular vortex lattice andw
the short side of the array cell!. Also, since the vortices hav
to cross the channels in the pinning potential for any app
magnetic field, background pinning out of the matching co
ditions is enhanced, as observed experimentally. Finally
sw is further reduced, the amplitude of thew-periodic modu-
lation of the pinning potential inside the channels becom
too small to produce a significant synchronized pinning
fect, as observed in the case of sample 2.

In summary, anisotropic pinning effects have been stud
in Nb films with rectangular arrays of Ni dots as a functio
of the current direction relative to the array cell (w3 l ). The
arrays are fabricated with small interdot separation so t
for temperatures close toTC , the pinning landscape adopts
channeled structure due to the overlapping of the poten
wells created by the individual dots. A clear anisotropy in t
pinning behavior is observed for vortex motion along the t
principal directions of the rectangular array cell: matchi
effects are more important when the vortex lattice flo
alongw the short side of the array cell, but there is an over
enhancement of the pinning force at all fields for vortic
moving alongl. The position of the matching field is als
found to be dependent on current direction, which can
associated with changes in the flow pattern of the vor
lattice induced by the anisotropy in the pinning potential.
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MAT99-0724, the US National Science Foundation, U
CULAR, the Spanish-US Commission under Grant N
99002, ESF Vortex Program and New del Amo Program.
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